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Electromagnetics (I)
Time allowed: 90 minutes
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ISecond Par~
>- Please Attempt ALL Questions

Fourth Question
(a) At time t=O a lossy dielectric sphere has SmC of charge uniformly distributed

throughout its interior. The sphere has a diameter of 3 cm and constitutive parameters E
= IOEOand (J = IS/m. For all t, find (i) the current density J inside and outside the
sphere and (ii)the electric field E inside and outside the sphere.

(h) An infinite sheet is located in the X- Y plane and centred around the origin. The sheet
has a surface current density "s - \) lly . Determine the magnetic (lux density at a

point on the z-axis.

Fifth Question
(a) A small circular loop of radius a is carrying a direct current of IAmperes. The loop lies

in the X-Y plane and is centred around the origin. Use the magnetic vector potential
approach to compute the magnetic nux density (B) produced by the loop at SOI1lC point
in the space.

(b) Suppose a time-varying magnetic field is defined in space in a cylindrical coordinate

B={Bosincot az r s r,
system as o r >fo
Determine the induced electric field via Faraday's law ..

Sixth Question
(a) Two coaxial filaments of constant current are shown in Fig.l. Determine the magnetic

flux density at some point on the z axis above the second filament.
(b) The electric and magnetic fields in free space in a spherical coordinate system are:

12 . 41t [8. 47t
E= -;:-sln9cos(rot'-3r) ae Vim, H= 140nr Sin9cos(rot-3r) a~ Aim

Determine the Poynting vector. What is the direction of power flow? Calculate the total
time-average power leaving the spherical closed regions of radius 170m and 10Km.
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good luck


